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Abstract

We simulate the heterogeneous oxidation of condensed phase polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) on soot particles in an urban atmosphere using the particle-
resolved aerosol model PartMC-MOSAIC. We focus on the interaction of the major
atmospheric oxidants (O3, NO2, OH, and NO3) with PAHs and include competitive5

co-adsorption of water vapour for a range of atmospheric conditions. For the first time
detailed heterogeneous chemistry based on the Pöschl-Rudich-Ammann (PRA) frame-
work is modelled on soot particles with a realistic size distribution and a continuous
range of chemical ages. We find PAH half-lives τ1/2 on the order of seconds during
the night, when the PAHs are rapidly oxidized by the gas-surface reaction with NO3.10

During the day, τ1/2 is on the order of minutes and determined mostly by the surface
layer reaction of PAHs with adsorbed O3. Such short PAH half-lives may lead to effi-
cient conversion of hydrophobic soot into more hygroscopic particles, thus increasing
the particles’ aerosol-cloud interaction potential. Despite its high reactivity OH appears
to have a negligible effect on PAH degradation which can be explained by its very low15

concentration in the atmosphere. An increase of relative humidity from 30% to 80%
increases PAH half-lives by up to 50% for daytime degradation and by up to 100% or
more for nighttime degradation. Uptake coefficients, averaged over the particle popu-
lation, are found to be relatively constant over time for O3 (∼ 2×10−7 to ∼ 2×10−6) and
NO2 (∼ 5×10−6 to ∼ 10−5) at the different levels of NOx emissions and RH considered20

in this study. In contrast, those for OH and NO3 depend strongly on the surface con-
centration of PAHs. We do not find a significant influence of heterogeneous reactions
on soot particles on the gas phase composition. The PAH half-lives presented in this
paper can be used as parameterisations for the treatment of heterogeneous chemistry
in large-scale atmospheric chemistry models.25
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1 Introduction

Organic aerosol particles are abundant in the atmosphere (Maria et al., 2004; Jimenez
et al., 2009) and can affect human health upon respiration (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts,
1997; Pöschl, 2002; Bernstein et al., 2004) as well as global and regional climate via
absorption or scattering of light and the ability to act as cloud condensation or ice nuclei5

(e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2001; Kanakidou et al., 2005; Forster et al., 2007; Knopf et al.,
2010). An ubiquitous type of such particles is soot, which is found in diesel engine
exhaust, for example, due to incomplete combustion of the fuel (Finlayson-Pitts and
Pitts, 2000).

During atmospheric transport particles can undergo physical and chemical changes10

by interaction with gas phase species (Weingartner et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2010),
processes collectively known as aging. For example, condensation of additional or-
ganic material may lead to the formation of secondary organic aerosol (e.g., Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006; Rudich et al., 2007; Hallquist et al., 2009; Jimenez et al., 2009)
while chemical reactions can also modify the particles’ composition (e.g., Rudich, 2003;15

Maria et al., 2004; Rudich et al., 2007).
Among the least understood processes affecting particle composition are heteroge-

neous oxidation reactions involving trace gases such as ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) and the hydroxyl (OH) and nitrate (NO3) radicals (Rudich et al., 2007; Kolb et al.,
2010). Reaction mechanisms and products that determine this so-called chemical ag-20

ing are still poorly known, so that modelling of the processes remains difficult. However,
laboratory studies show that heterogeneous reactions do modify a particle’s surface
composition and can thereby change its physicochemical properties (Rudich, 2003;
Knopf et al., 2006; Rudich et al., 2007; Finlayson-Pitts, 2009; Kolb et al., 2010). For ex-
ample, certain substances on particle surfaces become mutagenic upon reaction with25

NOx (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000). Also, oxidation of carbonaceous and organic
aerosol particle surfaces can lead to increased hygroscopicity, enhancing the particles’
ability to act as cloud condensation nuclei (Kotzick et al., 1997; Chughtai et al., 1999;
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Broekhuizen et al., 2004; Huff Hartz et al., 2005; Petters et al., 2006; Shilling et al.,
2007; Liu et al., 2010).

An important class of surface-bound organics found in the analysis of soot particles
are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Rogge et al., 1993; Pakbin et al., 2009;
El Haddad et al., 2009; Kashiwakura and Sakamoto, 2010), some of which are toxic or5

carcinogenic (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000). PAHs, such as benzo[a]pyrene, are gen-
erated along with the soot particles during combustion and some of them subsequently
condense on the particles (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
These chemicals can be regarded as similar to soot in terms of their molecular struc-
ture on soot surfaces where they form graphene-like layers (Pöschl, 2005; Cain et al.,10

2010). Numerous laboratory and modelling studies have been conducted to determine
the mechanisms and parameters of heterogeneous reactions between soot or soot-
like substances and atmospheric oxidants (Rogaski et al., 1997; Gerecke et al., 1998;
Bertram et al., 2001; Pöschl et al., 2001; Arens et al., 2002; Kwamena et al., 2004;
Molina et al., 2004; Gross and Bertram, 2008, and references therein). These studies15

found that OH and NO3 react very efficiently with PAH surfaces according to a first-
order reaction rate (Bertram et al., 2001; Gross and Bertram, 2008). In contrast, O3
and NO2 show a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type uptake behaviour whose pseudo-first-
order reaction rate is characterised by a dependence on gas phase concentration and
available reaction sites (Pöschl et al., 2001; Arens et al., 2002).20

Pöschl and coworkers developed a theoretical framework for aerosol and cloud sur-
face chemistry and gas-particle interactions (Pöschl et al., 2007; Ammann and Pöschl,
2007), termed Pöschl-Rudich-Ammann (PRA) framework, to describe dynamically the
interactions at the gas-particle interface that govern heterogeneous chemistry. The
PRA framework employs a flux based approach to describe mass transfer and chem-25

ical reactions between gas phase, surface layer, and particle bulk. This allows for a
complete physical description of heterogeneous kinetics, e.g. of the uptake coefficients’
temporal evolution, by knowledge of the basic physico-chemical parameters such as
accommodation coefficients, desorption lifetimes, and reaction rate coefficients.
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Previous studies have successfully employed the PRA framework to reproduce ex-
perimental results (Ammann and Pöschl, 2007) and to address scenarios with a com-
plexity beyond current laboratory measurement limitations (Shiraiwa et al., 2009).
Springmann et al. (2009) improved upon this by coupling the PRA mechanism to a
gas phase chemical mechanism to account for changes in atmospheric gas phase5

composition due to the diurnal photochemical cycle and heterogeneous chemistry.
All the studies using the PRA framework found that uptake coefficients of O3 and

NO2 on individual PAH-coated soot particles can vary over several orders of magnitude
within simulation times on the order of one day. This is in sharp contrast to some large-
scale models that use reaction rate coefficients which depend only on the amount of10

available particle surface area (e.g., Bey et al., 2001; Tie et al., 2001; Matthias et al.,
2009, note that the terminology concerning uptake or rate coefficients is different in
these three papers). However, in existing aerosol models it is usually not possible to
represent aerosol particles of different processing stages. Thus, the effect of chemical
aging on heterogeneous kinetics is difficult to incorporate and commonly neglected.15

In the present paper we address this problem by investigating detailed heteroge-
neous chemistry using a particle-resolved aerosol model framework. Our study makes
the following contributions: (1) We developed a model framework that employs the
PRA mechanism within the particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC (Particle Monte
Carlo model, coupled to the MOdel for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry,20

Riemer et al., 2009; Zaveri et al., 2008). This includes the heterogeneous interactions
of the PAH-coated soot particles with four major atmospheric oxidants (O3, NO2, OH,
NO3) and the competitive co-adsorption of water vapour in an urban polluted envi-
ronment; (2) Using this model we explicitly derived uptake coefficients for the oxidant
species both on a per-particle level and on a particle population level, i.e. averaged25

over all particles in the modelled population. (3) Furthermore, we investigated the
process-resolved lifetimes of condensed phase PAHs on soot at different levels of NOx
emissions.
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This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we review the underlying theory for the
treatment of heterogeneous chemistry in our model and present the governing equa-
tions for the coupled model. We describe the simulation parameters and assumptions
in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the results and their discussion, and we conclude our
paper in Sect. 5.5

2 Model description

2.1 PartMC-MOSAIC

PartMC-MOSAIC (Riemer et al., 2009) is a particle-resolved model that explicitly re-
solves and tracks the composition of many individual aerosol particles within a well-
mixed computational volume that represents a much larger, well-mixed air parcel of in-10

terest. Here we use PartMC-MOSAIC in a reduced mode in order to focus on isolating
the effects of heterogeneous chemistry. We include stochastic particle emissions and
a deterministic treatment for the gas phase chemistry (via the carbon bond mechanism
CBM-Z, Zaveri and Peters, 1999) to simulate the emission of soot particles coated with
PAHs and the particles’ subsequent processing. Chemical reactions are represented15

by differential equations which are solved numerically by the solver DLSODES (2003
version of the Livermore Solver for Ordinary Differential Equations with general Sparse
Jacobian matrix, Hindmarsh, 1983; Eisenstat et al., 1982, 1977).

Particle emissions are handled as follows (Riemer et al., 2009): Since we are us-
ing a finite number of particles to represent the aerosol population a finite number of20

emitted particles has to be added to the computational volume at each time step. We
determine the number of emitted particles by assuming that the particle emissions are
memoryless, i.e. the emission of each particle is uncorrelated with the emission of any
other particle. Under this assumption the number of emitted particles added per time
step will be Poisson distributed with a mean that corresponds to a prescribed contin-25

uous emission rate. As particles are constantly added through emissions and particle
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loss processes are not considered, this number would continuously increase. Thus,
half of the particles are selected randomly and discarded once their total number dou-
bles compared to the initial value. Note that this removal of particles does not lead
to a difference in soot concentration because the computational volume is reduced
at the same time. Furthermore, each emitted particle is taken to have a prescribed5

composition and a diameter sampled from a given lognormal distribution.
To treat the heterogeneous reactions we extended PartMC-MOSAIC for the purpose

of this study to also include adsorption and desorption of gas molecules on particle
surfaces and heterogeneous reactions on those surfaces. Our implementation of these
processes is based on the PRA framework described in the next section.10

2.2 PRA framework

Within the PRA framework (Pöschl et al., 2007; Ammann and Pöschl, 2007) the gas
phase, a double-layer surface, and the particle bulk are connected by mass fluxes.
These are determined by physical and chemical interactions of species in the respec-
tive compartments as shown in Fig. 1. The model surface consists of a sorption layer15

and a quasi-static layer and can be regarded as the core feature of the PRA frame-
work. It permits modelling of two types of heterogeneous reactions in parallel, namely
those following Langmuir-Hinshelwood type kinetics and those following Eley-Rideal
type kinetics. Both terms originally refer to catalytic reactions but the mechanisms
involved are very similar. Langmuir-Hinshelwood type reactions are characterised by20

adsorption of gas molecules on the particles and subsequent surface reactions, either
between two adsorbing gas species or between adsorbed gas molecules and the sur-
face itself. In Eley-Rideal type reactions, the adsorption step is skipped so that a gas
molecule directly reacts with an adsorbed one or with species in the quasi-static sur-
face layer. We will refer to the two reaction types as surface layer reactions (SLRs) and25

gas-surface reactions (GSRs), respectively. For our simulations we assume that O3
and NO2 undergo SLRs, that OH and NO3 undergo GSRs, and that H2O only adsorbs
and desorbs in the sorption layer without any reactions (Shiraiwa et al., 2009).
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2.2.1 Governing equations

In this work we assume that Nv = 5 volatile gas phase species (Xi (g), i = 1,...,Nv)
participate in heterogeneous processes. These are O3, NO2, OH, NO3, and H2O
(note that HONO is considered only as a reaction product and assumed to desorb
readily). Some of these species (see Table 1) can be adsorbed on the particle surface5

where they exist as (volatile) sorption layer species (Xi (s), i = 1,...,Nv). Moreover,
we consider Nnv = 8 non-volatile species in the quasi-static surface layer (Yj (ss), j =
1,...,Nnv; we identify Y1(ss) with PAH). Concentrations are denoted by square brackets
with an index, e.g. [Xi ]s for a surface concentration in the sorption layer. The volatile
species Xi undergo NSLR = 7 SLRs and NGSR = 2 GSRs with non-volatile PAH and10

other species of the quasi-static surface layer, producing non-volatile species Y2−Y8
(see Tables 1 and 2). Quantities that are defined on a per-particle basis are marked
by superscript l (l = 1,...,Np, where Np is the number of particles), e.g. [Yj ]

l
ss for the

surface concentration of Yj in the quasi-static surface layer of particle l .
The model solves the following equations for surface and gas phase concentrations15

that are influenced by heterogeneous chemistry:

d [Xi ]
l
s

dt
= J l

ads,Xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
adsorption flux

− J l
des,Xi︸ ︷︷ ︸

desorption flux

+ P l
Xi
−Ll

Xi
,︸ ︷︷ ︸

chemical production and loss

i =1,...,Nv,l =1,...,Np, (1)

d [Yj ]
l
ss

dt
= P l

Yj
−Ll

Yj
,︸ ︷︷ ︸

chemical production and loss

j =1,...,Nnv, l =1,...,Np, (2)

d [Xi ]g
dt

=
Np∑
l=1

γ′l
Xi
J l

coll,Xi
× S l

V
, i =1,...,Nv. (3)

Here, γ′l
Xi

is the effective uptake coefficient for species Xi on particle l (defined in20
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Eqs. (16) and (17) below), J l
coll,Xi

the collision flux of Xi molecules with that particle,

S l the particle’s surface area, and V the computational volume. The right-hand side
terms of Eqs. (1)–(3) are explained in detail in the following sections. Note that the
concentrations [Xi ]g are also influenced by gas phase reactions – such as photochem-
ical reactions affecting [O3]g and [NO2]g – which are included in our model simulations,5

but not explicitly listed in Eq. (3). Thus, Eq. (3) only represents the contribution of
heterogeneous chemistry to their temporal evolution.

2.2.2 Adsorption and desorption fluxes

The adsorption flux onto particle l , which appears in Eq. (1), is determined by the
accommodation coefficient αl

s,Xi
and the collision flux J l

coll,Xi
:10

J l
ads,Xi

=αl
s,Xi

J l
coll,Xi

, (4)

where

αl
s,Xi

=αs,0,Xi
(1−θl

s). (5)

Here, αs,0,Xi
stands for the accommodation coefficient of an adsorbate-free surface and

the total sorption layer coverage θl
s of particle l is given by15

θl
s =

Nv∑
i=1

θl
s,Xi

=
Nv∑
i=1

σXi
[Xi ]

l
s, (6)

where the σXi
represent molecular cross sections of the species Xi . According to gas

kinetic theory the collision flux of Xi (g) molecules that hits the surface of aerosol particle
l can be expressed as

J l
coll,Xi

=
ωXi

4
[Xi ]

l
gs. (7)20
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Here, ωXi
denotes the thermal speed of Xi (g) molecules and [Xi ]

l
gs the gas phase

concentration close to the surface of particle l .
If the effective uptake coefficient γ′l

Xi
(see Eqs. 16 and 17) is less than 10−3, gas

uptake on the particle surface does not significantly deplete the concentration [Xi ]g
close to the particle surface and thus [Xi ]

l
gs = [Xi ]g is a good approximation (Ammann5

and Pöschl, 2007). In the case of greater γ′l
Xi

a gas phase diffusion correction factor
has to be applied to account for such changes:

[Xi ]
l
gs =Cl

g,Xi
[Xi ]g. (8)

Based on work by Fuchs and Sutugin (1971), it is given in the PRA framework as:

Cl
g,Xi

=
1

1+γ′l
Xi

0.75+0.28Knl
Xi

Knl
Xi

(1+Knl
Xi

)

. (9)10

The Knudsen number Knl
Xi

is calculated from the gas phase diffusion coefficient

Dg,Xi
, air pressure p, thermal speed of the gas molecules ωXi

and particle diameter d l
p:

Knl
Xi
=

6Dg,Xi

pωXi
d l

p

. (10)

In the scenarios presented here γ′l
Xi
≤10−3 for Xi = O3, NO2, H2O, i.e. the species15

which undergo SLRs and water vapour which co-adsorbs but does not react (cf. Ta-
ble 3). Note that although the effective uptake coefficient of NO2 is initially higher than
10−3, namely 0.064, it decreases to < 10−3 on a time scale much shorter than the
model resolution of one minute. In contrast, initially, γ′l

Xi
�10−3 for the GSRs of PAH
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with Xi =OH and NO3, so that the gas phase correction factor substantially deviates
from Cl

g,Xi
=1 in the case of the GSRs considered here.

Adsorbed molecules desorb from the surface after a characteristic average time τd,Xi
,

termed desorption lifetime, if they do not undergo any reactions. The desorption flux
(cf. Eq. 1) depends on desorption lifetime and surface concentration:5

J l
des,Xi

=
[Xi ]

l
s

τd,Xi

. (11)

2.2.3 Chemical reactions

The chemical gain and loss terms are based on concentrations of the reagents and
on reaction rate coefficients or reaction probabilities for SLRs and GSRs, respectively.
The reactions considered in this study can be found in Table 2.10

Net production in or loss of volatile species from the sorption layer (as used in Eq. 1)
is due to both reactions within that layer and reactions with species in the quasi-static
surface layer. We therefore distinguish between two types of production and loss terms
and designate them by adding the indices “s” and “ss” (as compared to Eq. 1):

P l
s,s,Xi

−Ll
s,s,Xi

=
NSLR∑
n=1

Nv∑
p=1

Nv∑
q=1

cSLRn,s,Xi
kXp,Xq

[Xp]ls[Xq]ls, (12)15

P l
s,ss,Xi

−Ll
s,ss,Xi

=
NSLR∑
n=1

Nv∑
p=1

Nnv∑
q=1

cSLRn,s,Xi
kXp,Yq

[Xp]ls[Yq]lss. (13)

Here, cSLRn,s,Xi
represent stoichiometric coefficients of Xi in the respective reaction

equations. They are positive if Xi is produced in a reaction and negative if it is con-
sumed. kXp,Xq

and kXp,Yq
denote rate coefficients for reactions between surface species20
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(as given in Table 2). Equation (13) can be written analogously for production and loss
of quasi-static surface layer species.

The gas-surface reactions considered here lead to production and loss of species
in the quasi-static surface layer (as given in Eq. (2), again with additional indices to
specify the reaction type):5

P l
ss,g,Yj

−Ll
ss,g,Yj

=
NGSR∑
n=1

Nv∑
p=1

Nnv∑
q=1

cGSRn,ss,Yj
γXp,Yq

(1−θl
s)J l

coll,Xp
θl

ss,Yq
. (14)

Here, γXp,Yq
is the (time-independent) elementary reaction probability that measures

the fraction of Xp(g) molecules colliding with molecules Yq(ss) of the reactive surface
that actually undergoes reaction (values for reactions considered in this study are listed
in Table 2). θl

ss,Yq
= σYq

[Yq]lss denotes coverage of the quasi-static surface layer with10

the reactive species Yq on particle l .

2.2.4 Effective uptake coefficient

Due to chemical reactions on the surface a certain fraction of molecules that collide
with particle l will be permanently removed from the gas phase. The resulting net flux
onto that particle can be written as:15

J l
net,Xi

=γ′l
Xi
J l

coll,Xi
. (15)

The proportionality constant γ′l
Xi

is called the effective uptake coefficient.
We deviate from the original nomenclature of the PRA framework here. In the liter-

ature, γ has commonly been used for systems in which only one reactive gas species
was considered and the amount of reactive surface sites was assumed to remain con-20

stant during reaction processes. However, the PRA framework allows this parameter
to change dynamically because reactive sites may be occupied by adsorbing species
or consumed by heterogeneous reactions. Since the uptake coefficient of the PRA
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framework does reflect such changes we speak of an effective uptake coefficient here
and assign the symbol γ′l

Xi
to it.

In the case of SLRs, J l
net,Xi

can be derived as the difference of adsorption and des-

orption fluxes, so that Eq. (15) can be used to diagnose γ′l
Xi

. Combining J l
net,Xi

=

J l
ads,Xi

−J l
des,Xi

with Eqs. (4)–(7), (11), and (15) the effective uptake coefficient for a5

SLR can be written as

γ′l
SLR,Xi

=αs,0,Xi

1−
Nv∑
i=1

σXi
[Xi ]

l
s

−
4[Xi ]

l
s

τd,Xi
ωXi

[Xi ]
l
gs

, (16)

where the additional index “SLR” specifies the uptake mechanism.
This expression captures both uptake due to reversible adsorption and desorption,

as well as irreversible reactive uptake which is contained implicitly in the surface con-10

centration. During irreversible uptake species Xi (s) reacts with the surface so that [Xi ]s
decreases, leading to a decrease in desorption flux.

For GSRs the effective uptake coefficient is determined entirely by chemical reac-
tions, i.e. J l

net,Xi
=Ll

g,ss,Xi
(chemical loss of gas species in reactions with the quasi-static

surface layer, analogue to Eq. 14). It has to take into account that part of the reactive15

surface in the quasi-static surface layer is covered by species adsorbed in the sorption
layer (θl

s), and that only part of the quasi-static surface layer may actually be covered
with the reactive substance Yj (θl

ss,Yj
):

γ′l
GSR,Xi

= (1−θl
s)

NGSR∑
n=1

Nnv∑
j=1

cGSRn,g,Xi
γXi ,Yj

θl
ss,Yj

=

1−
Nv∑
i=1

σXi
[Xi ]

l
s

NGSR∑
n=1

Nnv∑
j=1

cGSRn,g,Xi
γXi ,Yj

σYj
[Yj ]

l
ss.

(17)
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3 Simulation parameters and assumptions

We assume that the emitted diesel soot particles are coated with one monolayer of
PAHs which we treat as a single species (termed PAH in the following). Clearly, this
is a highly idealized assumption and it has to be kept in mind that atmospheric soot
particles likely contain more than one monolayer of PAHs.5

In our simulations, O3(g), NO2(g), and H2O(g) compete for adsorption on reactive
surface sites. Subsequently, O3(s) and NO2(s) can undergo the surface layer reactions
summarised in Table 2. Yj (j =2,...,Nnv) are non-volatile oxidation and, possibly, nitra-
tion products of PAH whose exact chemical structure is not known (Springmann et al.,
2009; Shiraiwa et al., 2009). H2O(s) does not react chemically in our scenarios. OH(g)10

and NO3(g) radicals are considered to undergo gas-surface reactions (Table 2).

3.1 Physico-chemical parameters

Particle-bound PAHs consist of three or more aromatic rings with a major mass frac-
tion made up by three- to five-ring compounds (Harner and Bidleman, 1998; El Had-
dad et al., 2009). As pyrene is one of the most widely reported molecules in soot15

studies (e.g., Pakbin et al., 2009; Kashiwakura and Sakamoto, 2010) and contributes
a major fraction to the total PAH mass on the particles we use its values of molar
mass M and molecular cross section σ as representative values for soot-bound PAHs:
MPAH =202.3×10−3 kg mol−1 and σPAH =8×10−15 cm2 representing four aromatic rings
of 2×10−15 cm2 (Shiraiwa et al., 2009).20

Reaction rate coefficients and reactive uptake coefficients are summarised in Ta-
ble 2. For the reaction of O3 with PAH (SLR1) we use a rate coefficient for
benzo[a]pyrene that is based on the re-evaluation of a flow tube experiment (Pöschl
et al., 2001; Shiraiwa et al., 2009). We assume the oxidation of secondary and ter-
tiary species by O3 (SLR2 and SLR3) to proceed considerably slower than that of the25

primary PAHs (Ammann and Pöschl, 2007). The rate coefficient for the NO2 reaction
with Y2 (SLR4) is based on flow tube and filter exposure experiments (Ammann and
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Pöschl, 2007), while that for the reaction with Y3 (SLR5) is taken from Springmann
et al. (2009) who derived it from the results of flow reactor measurements by Ammann
et al. (1998). It represents an upper limit estimation for the conditions considered here
due to a smaller amount of soot surface per unit volume in the present study. For the
surface layer reaction between O3(s) and NO2(s) (SLR6) and the subsequent oxidation5

of PAH by NO3(s) (SLR7) rate coefficients are chosen according to recommendations
in Shiraiwa et al. (2009). We use reactive uptake coefficients for OH(g) and NO3(g) on
pyrene from Bertram et al. (2001) and Gross and Bertram (2008), respectively.

Table 3 lists the values of accommodation coefficients, molecular cross sections,
and desorption lifetimes used in the present study. They follow closely the choice of10

Shiraiwa et al. (2009), whereas the desorption life time of H2O has been changed to
the average of all the values they listed. Molecular cross sections for O3, NO2, and H2O
are given by Pöschl et al. (2001) and Shiraiwa et al. (2009) (σO3

), Ammann and Pöschl
(2007) (σNO2

), and Nishino (2001) (σH2O), respectively. Due to the lack of literature data

the intermediate value of 1.7×10−15 cm2 is also used for σNO3
. Gas phase diffusion15

coefficients for OH and NO3 in air are taken from Ivanov et al. (2007) and Rudich et al.
(1996), respectively.

3.2 Scenario setups

In our urban plume scenario we track a particle population in an air parcel that is ad-
vected over an urban polluted region. It is followed for 24 h starting at 06:00 a.m. Back-20

ground trace gas concentrations used for initialization of the air parcel’s gas phase
composition are taken from Riemer et al. (2009). Environmental parameters are kept
constant at T =293 K and p=1013.25 hPa. The soot particles in our model have spher-
ical shape and are emitted with a lognormal size distribution (dp = 50 nm, logσ = 0.24)
representative of diesel soot (Kittelson et al., 2006).25

The particles are emitted at a “constant” rate (one Poisson sample at every time
step, as described in Sect. 2.1 and Riemer et al. (2009)). The soot emission rate was
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chosen to yield a concentration of approximately 10 µg m−3 after 24 h when starting the
simulation without any soot particles. This final value corresponds to urban polluted
conditions (e.g., Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Note that we neglect removal processes
here.

Concerning the gas phase we distinguish between scenarios with a high relative hu-5

midity (RH) of 80% (scenarios A and B, see Table 4) and a low RH of 30% (C and D,
Table 4), i.e., 6.9×103 ppm and 1.8×104 ppm of water vapour in the air, respectively.
We consider different RH levels because Springmann et al. (2009) showed that com-
petitive co-adsorption of H2O makes a profound difference in PAH degradation. The
emission rates of trace gases are based on simulations of measurements during the10

Southern California Air Quality Study of 1987 (Zaveri et al., 2008). These emissions
lead to a high [NOx]g regime. In order to also obtain a low [NOx]g scenario we multiply
the NO and NO2 emission rates by 0.1. This is done to examine the effects of different
oxidant levels in general and also because simulations by Saathoff et al. (2001) for the
two different photochemical regimes yielded considerably different results. Together,15

RH and NOx emission levels define the four scenarios A–D as given in Table 4.
All simulations were started with 300 particles to resolve the size distribution of soot

particles in the air parcel. In order to reduce sampling errors caused by the finite num-
ber of simulated particles we repeated the simulations for each of the four scenarios
(Table 4) at least eleven times and averaged over the ensemble for determination of20

population-related quantities.
We chose a time step of one minute for all our simulations. This is short enough

to reasonably resolve heterogeneous chemical reactions except for one specific case.
The GSR between NO3 and PAH (GSR2) proceeds extremely rapidly at high NO3(g)
concentrations during the first time step of a particle’s atmospheric lifetime (right after25

its emission). Hence, [PAH]ss is depleted very quickly. However, the much slower PAH-
O3 reaction (SLR1) that produces Y2 depends on the availability of PAH. Consequently,
Y2 formation is overestimated if the initial [PAH]ss value is used for the entire first time
step ∆t. In order to avoid this error we introduced an approximation for Y2 formation
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during that time step:

[Y2]lss(∆t)=
∫ ∆t

0
kO3,PAH · [O3]ls(t) · [PAH]lss(t)dt. (18)

Here, [O3]s(t) and [PAH]ss(t) are parameterised as follows, based on the time evolution
of these species that we obtained when using a smaller time step (<10−3 s):

[O3]ls(t) = [O3]ls,∆t

(
1−e−λl t

)
, (19)5

[PAH]lss(t) = [PAH]ss,0e
−κ l t, (20)

where [O3]ls,∆t denotes O3 surface concentration after ∆t as determined by the steady
state calculation (see below) and [PAH]ss,0 is the initial PAH surface concentration
(= σ−1

PAH). The parameters λl and κ l are based on the fastest flux terms involved (ad-
sorption and desorption of O3 and GSR2 itself):10

λl = αs,0,O3
(1− θl

s,0︸︷︷︸
=0

)
ωO3

4

[O3]g

[O3]ls,∆t

− 1
τd,O3

, (21)

κ l = γNO3,PAH(1−θl
s,∆t)θ

l
ss,PAH,0︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

σPAH

ωNO3

4
[NO3]g. (22)

In these equations θl
s,0 denotes coverage of the sorption layer of a fresh particle (=0),

θl
s,∆t is the sorption layer coverage after the first time step of the particle’s lifetime

as calculated from the steady state equations (see below), and θl
ss,PAH,0 is the initial15

coverage of the quasi-static surface layer with PAH (=1). The integral (Eq. 18) is solved
analytically in the model.

O3(s), NO2(s), and H2O(s) reach an equilibrium between adsorption and desorption
quickly compared to the time scales of the chemical reactions. We therefore assume
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the sorption layer concentrations of adsorbing species to be in steady state:

d [Xi ]
l
s

dt
= J l

ads,Xi
−J l

des,Xi
−Ll

s,s,Xi
−Ll

s,ss,Xi
=0, (23)

where Xi =O3(s), NO2(s), H2O(s).
Additionally, NO3(s) production, desorption, and chemical loss equilibrate quickly

compared to the time scales on which quasi-static surface layer species concentrations5

([Yj ]ss) change so that we can also assume steady state for [NO3]s:

d [NO3]ls
dt

= P l
s,s,NO3

−J l
des,NO3

−Ll
s,ss,NO3

=0. (24)

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Gas phase

The evolution of gas phase oxidant concentrations that drive heterogeneous chemistry10

in our simulations is shown in Fig. 2 for scenarios A and D. [O3]g shows the typical
behaviour for polluted conditions (e.g., Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000; Seinfeld and
Pandis, 2006; Khoder, 2009), an increase during morning hours followed by a peak in
the afternoon and subsequent decline until the cycle starts anew. OH(g) and NO3(g)
are only present in significant amounts during the day or night, respectively. Different15

water vapour concentrations have a negligible influence on gas phase evolution com-
pared to the effect of different NOx emission levels. Hence, oxidant concentrations are
very similar in scenarios A and C, as well as in scenarios B and D. The main differences
between the gas phases of scenarios with high and low NOx emissions are in NOx and
NO3 concentrations, as well as in peak [O3]g levels which are all higher in the high NOx20

emission scenarios.
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Overall, our scenarios represent polluted conditions with elevated O3 concentrations.
NOx levels do not reach extreme values but are also clearly higher than under back-
ground conditions. Concentrations of OH and NO3(g) are on the same order of magni-
tude as known from atmospheric measurements (e.g., Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000;
Emmerson et al., 2005; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Dusanter et al., 2009, and refer-5

ences therein).

4.2 Individual particles

As an example for the evolution of particle surface composition, Fig. 3 shows a particle
emitted at 6 a.m. in scenario A (high RH and high NOx emissions). For this particle,
[PAH]ss declines to half its initial value within approximately eight minutes. In this case10

PAH degradation is mainly due to the oxidation by adsorbed O3, which can be deduced
from the concentrations of the different oxidation products: Y2, the product of the PAH-
O3 reaction (SLR1) reaches a much higher concentration than the products of the
PAH-OH (GSR1) and PAH-NO3 (GSR2) reactions, Y7 and Y8, respectively.

One can also clearly see that [O3]s and [NO2]s follow the corresponding gas phase15

concentrations. This is due to changes in the relative amounts of O3(g) and NO2(g) to
[H2O]g(=const.) during the simulation period. Thus, adsorption rates change accord-
ingly, leading to corresponding changes in surface concentrations.

Effective uptake coeffcients for O3 and NO2 are initially equal to the respective ac-
commodation coefficients (αs,0,O3

and αs,0,NO2
), but decline by several orders of mag-20

nitude during the first minute of the particle’s atmospheric lifetime (not shown). After
the first minute, an equilibrium between reversible adsorption and desorption is estab-
lished. Thus, in Fig. 3, γ′

O3
and γ′

NO2
always follow the concentrations of the gases’

major surface reaction partners, e.g. γ′
O3

first follows [PAH]ss and later on [NO2]s, when

SLR6 takes over from SLR1 as the major sink of O3(s). γ′
OH and γ′

NO3
closely follow25

[PAH]ss since the GSRs with PAH are the only sinks for OH and NO3 on the surface.
The effect of lowering RH from 80% to 30% on the particle shown in Fig. 3 is a
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reduction of [H2O]s by 47% on average over the simulation time. Correspondingly,
both [O3]s and [NO2]s increase by about 17% and 71%, respectively, due to more
available sorption sites. This leads to higher surface reaction rates so that effective
uptake coefficients for O3 and NO2 increase by factors of 2.3 and 1.6, respectively.
γ′

OH and γ′
NO3

are initially higher in the low RH scenarios because less of the sorption5

layer is covered by adsorbed molecules and are lower later on because PAH is depleted
more quickly. Note that the numbers given in this paragraph depend strongly on gas
phase composition at the time of the particle’s emission and also on particle size.

Qualitatively, these results are in agreement with modelling studies by Springmann
et al. (2009) and Shiraiwa et al. (2009). Absolute values, however, differ quite strongly10

because Shiraiwa et al. (2009) did not consider changes in gas phase composition,
while Springmann et al. (2009) simulated fewer heterogeneous reactions and used
different values for some of the physicochemical parameters.

4.3 Population PAH half-life

The PAH(ss) half-life τ1/2, averaged over the whole particle population, closely mirrors15

the gas phase evolution of the major oxidant as can be seen from Fig. 4. Thus, during
the day, τ1/2 is highest when [O3]g reaches its local minimum, while at night τ1/2 attains
very low values due to high NO3(g) concentrations. During that time, the GSR of NO3
and PAH is extremely efficient in degrading PAH, so that τ1/2 can decrease to only a
few seconds during the night. However, the time resolution of one minute employed in20

our simulations does not permit the determination of half-lives shorter than one minute.
Co-adsorption of water vapour prolongs the PAH half-life by up to three minutes

(not shown), i.e. about 50%, during daytime oxidation when comparing the 80%-RH
scenarios (A and B) to the corresponding 30%-RH scenarios (C and D). During the
night, the PAH half-life is up to 100% longer at high RH than at low RH. The relative25

increase may be even greater during the period of peak NO3(g) concentrations where
the time resolution of one minute does not allow us to calculate it accurately.

Longer half-lives in response to higher water vapour concentrations in the atmo-
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sphere were also observed by Springmann et al. (2009) and can be explained by the
large fraction of active surface sites that is covered by H2O molecules and thus unavail-
able for chemical reactions. Hence, in the high RH scenarios, less PAH is oxidized per
unit time.

We did not consider condensation of water vapour (note that condensation is5

fundamentally different from the adsorption of a monolayer of water molecules) or
semivolatile substances, such as HNO3 and H2SO4, on the particles. If condensation
proceeds on similar or shorter time scales than the heterogeneous oxidation PAH(ss)
degradation may be delayed considerably. It might also be slowed down if multilayer
coating was considered because only the outermost layer would be directly exposed to10

reactive gas species. On the other hand, photolysis of particle-bound PAHs may lead
to enhanced degradation (Vione et al., 2004).

The individual oxidants’ contributions to PAH(ss) degradation shown in Fig. 4 were
computed based on the observed rates of reactions SLR1 (O3-PAH), GSR1 (OH-PAH),
and GSR2 (NO3-PAH). If these reactions proceeded at the same rates, but without15

the other oxidants reacting with the surface, they would lead to the half-lives shown in
Fig. 4.

It might come as a surprise that OH has a negligible effect on the oxidation of particle-
bound PAH despite its high reactivity. However, due to its extremely low concentration
even at peak values, its collision flux with particles is also very small. As an example,20

consider a particle of diameter dp = 50 nm with about half of its sorption layer covered
by adsorbing gases. One can calculate pseudo-first order PAH loss rate constants k′

for the three reactions SLR1, GSR1, and GSR2 on such a particle:

k′
O3,PAH

=2.2×10−3s−1, (25)

k′
OH,PAH

=2.4×10−4s−1, (26)25

k′
NO3,PAH

=7.0×10−1s−1 . (27)

For these calculations, we assumed concentrations of [O3]s=8×1013 cm−2,
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[OH]g=6×106 cm−3 (corresponding to peak values observed in our simulations), and
[NO3]g =300 ppt. These rates show that, even at peak [OH]g, its contribution to PAH
depletion is at most about 10% of that of O3, whereas oxidation by NO3(g) is extremely
efficient at high nighttime concentrations. Compared to the benzo[a]pyrene half-lives
on soot particles found by Springmann et al. (2009) and Pöschl et al. (2001), which5

were on the order of tens of minutes, the PAH half-lives reported here are shorter,
especially during the night. The discrepancy is mainly due to PAH(ss) oxidation by
NO3(g) which neither Pöschl et al. (2001) nor Springmann et al. (2009) considered.
This explanation is supported by the work of Gross and Bertram (2008) who calculated
atmospheric PAH(ss) lifetimes on the order of tens of seconds for solid pyrene exposed10

to 50 ppt of NO3(g). Furthermore, gas phase O3 concentrations differ between our sim-
ulations and the studies mentioned above.

4.4 Effective population uptake coefficients

We define the effective population uptake coefficient γ′
Xi

as the surface area-weighted
average over the whole population of soot particles:15

γ′
Xi
=

∑Np

l=1S
lγ′l

Xi∑Np

l=1S
l

. (28)

Here, S l is the surface area of particle l and γ′l
Xi

the effective uptake coefficient for

species Xi on that particle. Multiplied with the collision flux J l
coll (Eq. 7) and the soot

particles’ surface area per unit volume, effective population uptake coefficients yield
the net removal rate of a reactive gas from the gas phase.20

Equation (28) is evaluated for O3, NO2, NO3, and OH, and the results are shown in
Fig. 5 for scenarios A and D (γ′

OH and γ′
NO3

were smoothed using a moving average

over 20 consecutive time steps). γ′
O3

and γ′
NO2

decline rapidly as already observed
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on the individual particle of Sect. 4.2 (note that effective uptake coefficients are ini-
tially equal to the corresponding accommodation coefficients for adsorbate-free sur-
faces αs,0,Xi

). The particle population is quickly dominated by aged particles that have
relatively constant effective uptake coefficients for O3 and NO2 determined by SLR6.
Thus, γ′

O3
and γ′

NO2
are also relatively constant throughout the entire simulated pe-5

riod. γ′
NO3

and γ′
OH are determined entirely by degradation of PAH and differ only by

the factor between their elementary reaction probabilities (see Eq. (17) and Table 2).
The faster PAH is depleted, the lower the effective uptake coefficients for NO3 and OH
become. This is especially evident in the very low γ′

NO3
and γ′

OH values during the
night in the high NOx emission scenario A.10

Decreasing RH from 80% to 30% leads to an increase of effective population uptake
coefficients for O3 and NO2. Averaged over the simulation time we find factors of up
to approximately two between their values at low RH and at high RH. This effect is
most pronounced for γ′

O3
in the high NOx emission scenarios (A and C). As described

in Sect. 4.2 the increase is due to greater reaction rates of the adsorbing gases with15

PAH and a correspondingly larger net removal of these species from the gas phase. For
γ′

OH and γ′
NO3

no general statement can be made. The effect depends on the interplay
between less coverage of the sorption layer leading to less blocking of reactive sites on
the one hand and less PAH available due to faster degradation by increased SLR rates
on the other hand.20

Our results support the assumption of a constant effective uptake coefficient for O3
that is often made in large-scale models (e.g., Bey et al., 2001; Tie et al., 2001; Matthias
et al., 2009). However, since such models commonly use initial uptake coefficients –
which are significantly higher than average effective uptake coefficients – such models
may overestimate the effects of heterogeneous chemistry on soot particles, e.g. on25

oxidant concentrations. A reasonable value for γ′
O3

in an urban polluted environment

would have to lie between ∼2×10−7 and ∼2×10−6 according to our findings. For γ′
NO2

,

a constant value of 5×10−6 to 10−5 appears to be a good approximation. In the case
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of OH and NO3 the recommendation of a representative constant value would require
detailed information about the system in question.

4.5 Feedback on the gas phase

In line with the rather low effective uptake coefficients that we find, feedback on the gas
phase in terms of reduction of oxidant concentrations is negligible in our simulations. A5

possible reason why our results disagree with several other studies that found consid-
erable reductions in [O3]g (e.g., Aklilu and Michelangeli, 2004; Springmann et al., 2009)
may be the amount of soot surface per unit volume of air. Our particle size distribution
yields a value of ∼ 30 m2g−1. Compared to laboratory measurements of ambient soot
particles this is a realisitic value (Smekens et al., 2005). However, Springmann et al.,10

for instance, used an upper limit estimation of 500 m2 g−1 for their simulations while
Aklilu and Michelangeli reported only small effects for 46 m2 g−1 and it was their sim-
ulation with 218 m2 g−1 that yielded a significant feedback of heterogeneous reactions
on the gas phase.

Reactions SLR5 and SLR6 (HONO(g) and NO3(s) formation) and subsequent des-15

orption of the volatile products also do not significantly alter gas phase chemistry due
to very low product yields. The finding that soot particles do not act as a significant
source of HONO confirms the results of studies by Kleffmann et al. (1999), Aubin and
Abbatt (2007), Springmann et al. (2009), and Nguyen et al. (2009) but disagrees with
others (Ammann et al., 1998; Gerecke et al., 1998; Arens et al., 2001; Kotamarthi et al.,20

2001). It seems that the HONO production by reaction of NO2 with or on soot strongly
depends on the type of soot and the associated physicochemical parameters.

Sensitivity studies with different soot emission rates did not show any significant
changes in feedback on the gas phase either. Since PAH half-life and effective uptake
coefficients are determined by the available gas concentrations alone, these parame-25

ters were therefore also insensitive to varying soot emission rates.
Possibly, uptake of OH and NO3 was underestimated because these species will

most likely also react with secondary species on the soot surface. If such reactions
5150
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proceeded at similar rates as those with the primary PAHs the influence on the radi-
cals’ gas phase concentrations may actually be more pronounced. The assumption of
similar rates for oxidation of secondary species may be supported by a study of the
HO2 reaction with soot by Bedjanian et al. (2005). They found no significant depen-
dence of this reaction on particle age, which is related to the degree of oxidation. In5

contrast, if particle deposition or condensation of other atmospheric species onto soot
lead to a decrease in the efficiency of heterogeneous removal of gas phase species,
an even smaller feedback would be the result.

4.6 PAH surface coverage

At any time during the simulation, particles of different ages co-exist and contribute to10

the population-averaged quantities discussed above. To illustrate this, Fig. 6 shows
the fraction of particles with a specific PAH surface coverage at each time step. It is
evident that the population is dominated by aged particles with a PAH surface coverage
of 0.05 or less because of the relatively short PAH half-life. During the night, fresh
particles reach PAH coverage values of less than 0.05 within the first minute or two of15

their atmospheric lifetime due to the rapid oxidation by NO3(g). The slower PAH(ss)
degradation during the [O3]g minimum in the morning of the high NOx scenario A can
also be seen in the upper panel of Fig. 6: the fraction of particles with surface coverage
>0.5 is significantly higher during that time than in the lower panel which represents the
low NOx scenario D which does not show this pronounced [O3]g minimum. Similarly, in20

Fig. 6b there is still a fraction of particles with surface coverages >0.05 during the night
which indicates slower night time PAH(ss) degradation than in the high NOx scenarios
as described in the previous sections. PAH surface coverage is slightly higher in high
RH scenarios (A and B) than in low RH scenarios (C and D) because of the slower
PAH degradation (not shown).25
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5 Summary and Conclusions

We extended the aerosol model PartMC-MOSAIC by incorporation of the PRA frame-
work for heterogeneous kinetics. This allowed us for the first time to track the chemical
composition of each individual particle in an ensemble of PAH-coated soot particles.
Thus, particles of a continuous range of chemical ages could simultaneously be mod-5

elled within an urban polluted atmosphere with high concentrations of O3 and NOx as
well as high soot particle emissions. Interactions of the particles with four major at-
mospheric oxidants (O3, NO2, OH, NO3) and the competitive co-adsorption of water
vapour were studied. The underlying physical and chemical parameters represent the
state of current research and are based on a compilation of relevant literature data.10

In the simulations presented here, the PAH layer was oxidized within time scales of
seconds to minutes. During the night, NO3(g) was found to deplete PAH(ss) rapidly
by a gas-surface reaction. During the day, PAH(ss) half-lives were longer and mainly
determined by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type reaction with O3. For the investigated
particle-environment system it was found that OH did not have a significant effect on15

PAH(ss) lifetime and thus on its chemical transformation. A change of RH from 30% to
80% lead to longer PAH half-lives by up to 50% at their peak during daytime and by up
to 100% or possibly more at the low nighttime values.

The exact structure of oxidized PAH reaction products has yet to be determined so
that we cannot make predictions concerning toxicity based on our results. A study by20

Durant et al. (1996) indicated that oxygenation of PAHs may reduce their mutagenic-
ity, but then again, according to Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts (2000), nitration may lead to
increased mutagenicity. Nevertheless, as higher oxidation was shown to be well corre-
lated with higher hygroscopicity (Jimenez et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010), the conclusion
seems justified that soot particles could quickly become efficient cloud condensation25

and, possibly, ice nuclei (Knopf et al., 2010, and references therein). The hydroperoxy
radical (HO2) may enhance heterogeneous PAH oxidation even further since it is also
among the most reactive oxidants in the atmosphere and available at higher concen-
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trations than OH. However, literature on its reaction with soot or soot-bound PAHs is
limited (Saathoff et al., 2001; Bedjanian et al., 2005).

Effective uptake coefficients, averaged over the whole population, were found to be
relatively constant over time for O3 (γ′

O3
∼ 2×10−7 to ∼ 2×10−6) and NO2 (γ′

NO2
∼

5×10−6 to ∼10−5) in the four scenarios considered here, while γ′
OH and γ′

NO3
strongly5

depended on the evolution of [PAH]ss. The influence of different RH levels on the latter
coefficients varied over time because it depends on the balance between more acces-
sible PAH due to a smaller coverage of the sorption layer and less available PAH due
to faster depletion by adsorbed reactive gases. γ′

O3
and γ′

NO2
were both higher in the

30% RH scenarios (C and D) than in the 80% RH scenarios (A and B), but differed only10

by factors of up to approximately two. In general, the low effective uptake coefficients
found in this study suggest that it may not be necessary to consider soot particles as
a sink for the corresponding trace gases in large-scale models. If consideration of het-
erogeneous chemistry on soot is desired in such models parameterisations of effective
uptake coefficients and half-lives of particle-bound PAHs based on our results can be15

used as a good approximation to save computing time and power.
We did not find a measurable feedback of heterogeneous chemical reactions on

soot on atmospheric gas phase composition. Neither were trace gas concentrations
significantly reduced by consumption of the corresponding species on particle surfaces,
nor were they increased by heterogeneous production and subsequent desorption from20

the particles.
Future research should account for a possible multilayer coating of soot particles with

PAHs. Furthermore, physical processes such as deposition, coagulation, and conden-
sation of semi-volatile species implemented in PartMC-MOSAIC should be enabled to
assess the relative effects of chemical and physical aging of soot particles.25
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Table 1. List of volatile species considered here that take part in heterogeneous reactions
(cf. Table 2) and corresponding processes that they participate in. SLR denotes surface layer
reactions and GSR stands for gas-surface reactions. NO3 does not adsorb onto the particles
from the gas phase but is produced in the sorption layer by SLR6.

Species Adsorption Desorption SLR GSR

O3 × × × –
NO2 × × × –
H2O × × – –
OH – – – ×

NO3(g) – – – ×
NO3(s) – × × –
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Table 2. Heterogeneous reactions implemented in PartMC-MOSAIC with corresponding reac-
tion rate coefficients and reaction probabilities.

Surface layer reaction Rate constant [cm2 s−1]

(SLR1) O3(s)+PAH(ss)→Y2(ss) kO3,PAH =2.7×10−17a

(SLR2) O3(s)+Y2(ss)→Y3(ss) kO3,Y2
=2.7×10−19a,b

(SLR3) O3(s)+Y3(ss)→Y4(ss) kO3,Y3
=2.7×10−21a,b

(SLR4) NO2(s)+Y2(ss)→Y5(ss) kNO2,Y2
=7.0×10−18b

(SLR5) NO2(s)+Y3(ss)→HONO(g) kNO2,Y3
=7.5×10−21c,d

(SLR6) O3(s)+NO2(s)→NO3(s) kO3,NO2
=5×10−17a

(SLR7) NO3(s)+PAH(ss)→Y6(ss) kNO3,PAH =5×10−15a

Gas surface reaction Probability

(GSR1) OH(g)+PAH(ss)→Y7(ss) γOH,PAH =0.32e

(GSR2) NO3(g)+PAH(ss)→Y8(ss) γNO3,PAH =0.79f

a Shiraiwa et al. (2009); b Ammann and Pöschl (2007); c Springmann et al. (2009); d Ammann et al. (1998); e Bertram
et al. (2001); f Gross and Bertram (2008)
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Table 3. Physico-chemical parameters for the species interacting with the soot surface in this
study.

Species (Xi ) αs,0,Xi
σXi

[cm2] τdes,Xi
[s] Dg,Xi

[hPa cm2 s−1]

O3 10−3a 1.7×10−15a 10a

NO2 6.4×10−2b 3.0×10−15c 5×10−2a

H2O 4×10−4d 1.08×10−15e 3.6×10−4a

OH — — — 10f

NO3 — 1.7×10−15g 10a 107h

a Shiraiwa et al. (2009); b Tabor et al. (1994); c Ammann and Pöschl (2007); d Rogaski et al. (1997); e Nishino (2001);
f Ivanov et al. (2007); g as in Shiraiwa et al. (2009), personal communication, 2010; h Rudich et al. (1996)
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Table 4. Scenario definitions with respect to relative humidity (RH) and NOx emission levels.

Scenario (Xi ) RH NOx emission level

A 80% high
B 80% low
C 30% high
D 30% low
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the PRA framework as used in this study (adapted from Shiraiwa et al. (2009)). Fluxes

of volatile speciesXi (O3, NO2, H2O, OH, andNO3) are indicated by the green arrow, reactions by the red

arrows. The soot particles are coated with a monolayer of non-volatile speciesYj (PAH, Y2, Y3).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the PRA framework as used in this study (adapted from Shiraiwa et al.,
2009). Fluxes of volatile species Xi (O3, NO2, H2O, OH, and NO3) are indicated by the green
arrow, reactions by the red arrows. The soot particles are coated with a monolayer of non-
volatile species Yj (only the reactive ones, PAH, Y2, and Y3, are shown here).
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Fig. 2. Evolution of gas concentrations in an urban polluted environment during the simulated 24 hour period.

Panel (a) and (b) represent scenario A with high water vapourconcentration and highNOx emissions. Panel (c)

and (d) represent scenario D with low water vapour concentration and lowNOx emissions. Note the different

scales on the vertical axes.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of gas concentrations in an urban polluted environment during the simulated
24 h period. Panel (a) and (b) represent scenario A with high water vapour concentration and
high NOx emissions. Panel (c) and (d) represent scenario D with low water vapour concentra-
tion and low NOx emissions. Note the different scales on the vertical axes.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of surface species concentrations and effective uptake coefficients during
the simulated 24 h period on an individual particle emitted at 6 a.m. in scenario A. Note the
logarithmic time axis.
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Fig. 4. Evolution ofPAH half-life on soot particles in an urban polluted environment during the simulated 24

hours (thick, solid lines: scenario A, thin, dotted lines: scenario D). Colored lines show individual contributions

toPAH(ss) degradation byO3,OH, andNO3 and indicate half-lives calculated according to the observed rates

of SLR1, GSR1, and GSR2 under the assumption for each of the gases that it was the only reacting oxidant.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of PAH half-life on soot particles in an urban polluted environment during the
simulated 24 h period (thick, solid lines: scenario A; thin, dotted lines: scenario D). Colored
lines show individual contributions to PAH(ss) degradation by O3, OH, and NO3 and indicate
half-lives calculated according to the observed rates of SLR1, GSR1, and GSR2 under the
assumption for each of the gases that it was the only reacting oxidant.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of effective uptake coefficients averaged over the whole particle population at
each time step during the simulated 24 h period. Panels (a) and (b) represent scenarios A and
D, respectively.
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Fig. 6. PAH particle surface coverage during the simulated 24 hour period, averaged over the whole particle

population. Panels (a) and (b) represent scenarios A and D, respectively. FractionalPAH surface coverage is

plotted on the vertical axis in bins of width 0.05 and color coding gives the fraction of particles in the population

with the corresponding coverage.
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Fig. 6. PAH particle surface coverage during the simulated 24 h period, averaged over the
whole particle population. Panels (a) and (b) represent scenarios A and D, respectively. Frac-
tional PAH surface coverage is plotted on the vertical axis in bins of width 0.05 and color coding
gives the fraction of particles in the population with the corresponding coverage.
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